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Abstract
The developed electric pulse installation (EPU) is unique and novel in the technical solution for use in the installation of flight augering piles
(piles-EDT). The installation of the EPU makes it possible to produce pile-EDT of increased bearing capacity. Due to the presence of a high-energy
capacitive accumulator with a switch that is connected to the discharger of the radiator of accumulated energy, the EPU is an original electrotechnical
structure. It is a unique high-performance aggregate for the construction of piles of increased load-bearing capacity, as well as cementation of bases.
The device has no analogues abroad. It is found wide application in geotechnical construction when erecting piles-EDT in pile fields, fencing of pits,
cementation of bases, etc.
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Introduction
Ensuring the reliable operation of the underground part of
buildings and structures, erected in difficult engineering and geological conditions, is a very urgent task of modern geotechnical construction. In such non-standard construction conditions, the most
acceptable deep structures are drilling piles, which are currently
arranged by geotechnical technologies. The technology developed
by the authors of the article on the construction of drills is widely introduced into the practice of erecting underground structures
and artificial bases for industrial and civil facilities. The technical
solution under consideration, being unique to deep-duty structures, ensures the task of creating conditions for safe and reliable
operation of drill-injecting piles-ERT when using an electric pulse
plant. The main achievement of the developed device is to improve
the reliability of the device and electrical safety during the work
on the device of drills in pile fields, fencing pits, ground anchors, as

well as cementing bases. When it works, the drive’s working voltage
is reduced to activate the emitter. The possibility to achieve such
a result is the presence of a bit of electrical impulse in the device.
It has a high-energy cap-drive with a switch. It’s connected to the
discharger. The additional initiating electrode is deployed in the
discharger and connected via another switch to a low-power high
voltage source. Both devices are connected sequentially through
the synchronization unit. The device is made with the possibility
of simultaneous switches. The capacitive electric pulse storage is
made in low voltage and is attached with a low-voltage cable to the
emitter. The algorithm for the operation of an electrical propulsion
system is the following technological sequence. In a pre-made drill
well 1 is filled with fine-grained concrete 2 and mounted armoarkas is immersed emitter 3 with feeding low-voltage cable 7. It is
connected to the 5-unit power plant (RIA) energy storage. The elec-
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tric power storage 5 is charged to a low voltage of about 1000 B
power capacity of about 20-50 kJ. At the same time, the low-power
high-voltage source 9 to the voltage of 5-15 kV from the charging
and straightening device 8 is charged. Next, a series of synchronized drives pulses 5 and 9 through cables 7 and 12 switches 6 and
10 on discharge 3 and an additional initiating electrode 13 are delivered. The synchronicity of switches 6 and 10 is provided by the
11 synchronization unit. A series of low-voltage discharges of the
main capacitive energy storage 5 is produced by using the breakdown of the initiating discharge of the capacitive drive 9 through
electrode 13 in the formation of the electrical discharge of 14 discharge 3. At the same time, only the simultaneous supply of a series
of pulses from drives 5 and 9 in discharge 3 leads to a breakdown of
a bit interval. This contributes to the appearance of electrohydraulic shocks, which affect the fine-grained concrete 2 and the ground
walls of the drilling well 1, increasing its diameter, compacting the
hardening material 2 and forming part of the piles 15. When a low

voltage is considered to be in the range of up to 1000 B1,8,, 9,there
will be no electrical breakdown on the discharger, as the voltage is
not sufficient to overlap the gap, even if there is a quasi-conductive
environment between the discharger electrodes in the form of “pollution” in the form of “pollution”-1, 2.

It is known that in terms of energy release in the electrical hydraulic effect, the distance between the electrodes should be about
10-20 mm on the surface of the dielectric. The high voltage of the
burning pulse is also safe, as the energy of its about 200-2000 J is
small, and the pulse is short-lived. The device provides an opportunity at relatively low cost to get positive results, significantly improve the safety conditions and reliability of work, as the declared
device allows you to work sustainably on safe modes and as a result
arranged drill-injecting piles of increased carrier capacity. The developed electric pulse plant (EIU) is widely used in the device of
drills. It is especially effective for the case of geotechnical construction in cramped conditions [1-9] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Electro-pulse plant for making padded piles.

According to the proposed method, the carrying capacity of
piles with several “pullers” is implemented sequentially.
First, the side surface of the piles above the first “under-the-
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The engineering and geological section determines the length of
the piles, marks for the device of “under-jackets” and the diameters
of the expansions Ä ku (Figure 2, Table 1).
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Table 1: Length of piles.

Here is an algorithm for determining the carrying ability of the
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Figure 2: Scheme to determine the carrying capacity of the storm-injecting piles-ERT taking into account the “under-pushes”.

Figure 3: Vertical “push” to determine the carrier capacity on the ground Fd.

2. The carrying capacity of the piles-ERT on the side surface is
calculated:
u
Fd = γ c u ∑ γ cf f i hi , (1)
i =1

3. At the mark of each ear is determined the external vertical
di
compression load:
N vi =
N − ∑ fi hi − Fui (2)
0

4. The vertical component of the resistance force is combined
with the force of resistance on the side surface.
d i0

Fdi

(Figure 3)

Fdi = γ c u ∑ γ cf f i hi + Fui . (3)
0

The minimum value of the piles-ERT is taken as a calculated
carrier.

Conclusion

For the first time, the developed electric pulse plant is widely
introduced into geotechnical practice in the construction of drills in

pile fields, pit fences, ground anchors, as well as when cementing
ground bases. Its use significantly facilitates work in geotechnical
construction, as well as expands the development opportunities
previously considered unsuitable for construction.
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